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L Introduction

SIM2DDC is an interactive environment for real time implementation of con-
trol algorithms. The system is based on ¿ compiler in combination with a
general program for real time control. The user writes the control algorithm
as a discrete time Simnon system. The compiler translates the algorithm to
Modula-2, and procedures for interfacing the algorithm to the user interface
are generated. The resulting code is then compiled and linked with the gen-
eral control proglam. The result is an interactive program for on-line control
including a comma¡rd driven user interface, graphics, a,nd data logging. The
control algorithm is automatically included in the program as a system t¡4pe,
of which instances can be created at run time. The real time program in-
cludes facilities such as interconnection of controllers, plotting, graphic input
via bargraphs, display of all va¡iables, and editing of parameters.

The system is itnplemented on IBM-AT. The compiler is also available on
the Sun system. This manual describes how to use the system and gives am
example of a controller implementation.

2. An Example

A simple example is given to demonstrate the system. The controller is a pI
controller, implemented in Simnon as

Discrete Systen pi

input yr y
output u
etate Í
new ni

tine t
tsamp ts

U=kr,e+i

ê=yr-y
ni=i+k*h/Ti*e

ts = t+h

K:1
Ti : 100000
h : 0.1

END

The example describes how to obtain a real time version of the Pf controller,
and a typical command dialogue is given, including specification of A/D and
D/A channels, selection of signals to be plotted, editing of parameters in the
running controller, and data logging. A listing of the commands used in the
example is given in Appendix. The controller parameters are chosen so that
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the example can be run on the DC servos. The physical connections should
then be: control signal, channel 0, measured speed, charurel 0, and measured
position, cha¡rnel1. The potentiometers on the front panel should not be used.

Real Tirne Implernentation

The Simnon code for the PI controller is stored in the file pi. t. The SIM2DDC
environment is activated by "logging in" on the IBM-AT by typing login
'usernans' sin2ddc. This gives access to the commands sin2exe, sin2mod,
nod2exe, ss2exe, ss2ms, and ms2exe. The first three comma¡rds take a Sim-
non name as argument, and generates either an executable program from a
Simnon system (sÍn2exe), a Modula-2 module from a Simnon system (sin2-
nod), or an executable program from a Modula-2 module (nod2exe). The last
three commands have the same function but allow translation of mo¡e tha"n
one Simnon system.

Typing ein2exe pi translates the PI controller in pi. t to Modula-2 and
generates an executable program, containing the PI controller as a system
type. The program is stored in ddcnain.exe and is executed by typing dd-
cmain. The program is command driven, and contains graphics for plotting,
and graphical input from bargraphs. A help facility is av¿ilable, giving a short
description of each comrnand. It is also possible to store commands in files,
e.g. for initialization. Here a command file init.nac may look like

rr Initialization of PI controller
It

" File : Ínit.mac

newsystem pi pi
adconnect pi y 0
daconnect pi u 0
plotconnectpiy0yr0ul
bgconnect pí yr

The command newsysten pi pi creates a system named pi of the system
type pi. The system is initially at rest and there are no connections of inputs
and outputs. The commands adconnect and daconnect makes the connec-
tions to the Á'/D and D/A converters. The plotting facility is implemented in
two diagrams on the screen, showing the plotted signals as functions of time.
The diagrams are referred to as channel 0 and 1 in the plotconnect com-
mand.. The command protconnect pi y o yr 0 u 1 connects the signals y
and yr to channel 0 (upper plot on the screen), and the signal u to channel
1- (lower plot on the screen). The command bgconaect pi yr connects the
input yr to a bargraph, where the value of yr can be modified via the mouse.
A new value is obtained by placing the mouse at the desired level inside the
bargraph, and clicking one of the mousebuttons.

The comrnand file init.mac is executed by typing init as a command.
The system pi is then created and the connections are made. Interactive
commands can now be given, e.g. to start and stop the controller, change
parameters etc. The command runsystem pi starts the PI controller, i.e. the
algorithm will execute periodically with a sampling period determined by the
default value of the associated parameter in the Simnon system. The com-
mands in the DDC program can be abbreviated, e.g. the command r pi would
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be a legal abbreviation for starting the PI controller. Note however that this
is allowed only for built in commands, e.g. the command init for executing
the command file init.nac cannot be shortened. The plotted signals in the
system pi and the signals connected to the bargraphs are displayed by using
the command showsysten pi.

tr\¡rther Interaction
'We have shown how to go from a Simnon system description to a running real
time controller. When the controller is running, fi:rther interaction may be
desirable. The cur¡ent values of all states, inputs, outputs, parameters, and
auxiliary variables can be displayed on the screen by the comrna¡rds disp-
state pi, dispinput pi, dispoutput pi, disppar pi, and dispauxvar pi.
Selected variables can also be displayed, e.g. disppar pi k ri displays ihe
pa,rameters k and ti. The controller parameters can be modified by the com-
mand editpar pi. After editpar, name-value pairs, e.g. k 2, are entered.
The subcommands exit and quit a,re then used to either activate the param-
eter change, i.e. the modified pa,rameters are copied to the running controller,
or to finish without changing any parameters. New systems can also be created
on-line. The commands

) newsysten pi2 pi
) adconnect pi2 y 1
)plotcpi2y0yr0u1
) bgconnect pi2 yr

creates a nerv PI controller with the same plot and bargraph connections. Note
that the plotconnect cornmånd has to be abbreviated due to space limitations
on the screen. A cascade connection is now obtained by connecting the output
ofpi2 to the reference input ofpi. First, the reference value ofthe system pi
is set to zero, either by using the bargraph for yr, or by using the commands

) bgdisconnect pi yr
> editinput pi
pi>yr0
pi > exit

The corurection between the controllers is then made by

> stopsysten pi
) intoutconnect pi2 u 0
) bgdisconnect pi yÌ
) intinconnect pi yr 0

where after stopping the controller pi, the output u of pi2 is connected to
the reference input yr of pi. The connections are made by the comma¡rds
intinconnect for internal input connections, and intoutconnect for inter-
nal output connections. The internal connection is made by specifying the
same internal charurel, here chosen as channel 0, in the two commands. The
command bgdíscorurect pi yr should here be given only if the mouse was
used for setting the the reference value of pi to zero. Otherwise, it will appear
twice, and an error message will be given the second time, when attempting
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to disconnect a signal that is not connected.
Before starting the cascade controller, the controller parameters should

be modified. This is done by the comma¡rds

> editpar pi
pi>k4
pi ) exÍt

> editpar pi2
pí2 > k 0.5
pí2 > exit

The time scale for the plotted signals should also be changed. If a Ta.ndon
computer is used, this is not needed, but on the IBM it is necessary in order to
avoid overloading the system. (A more efficient implementation of a cascade
controller is to implement both controllers in one Simnon system, resulting
in less overhead and no internal connections.) Overload is indicated either
by the message DÂTÅ LOST in the plot window, or by the message llarning :

Overload below the text window. A, plot interval of three sampling periods is
obtained by the command.s

plotínterval pi 3
plotinterval pi2 3

The cascade controller is sta¡ted by the commands rrursystem pi and
runsystom pi2, and the plotted signals of pl2 are shown by the command
showsysten pí2. The controllers pí and pi2 are then running as two separate
concurrent processes, having the same priority. The priority carr be modified
by the command setprioríty. When using cascade control, it is often desir-
able that the controllers run synchronously. This is achieved by the com¡nand
synchronize pj-2 pi, which makes the controllers run synchronously with a
sampling interval determined by pi2. The outer controller pi2 is executed
before the inner controller pi.

Data Logging

Data from the experiment can be stored in files by using the commands rogon
and logoff. The plotted signals of pi2 a¡e stored by using the command
logon. The upper plot is stored in the file p1ot0.1og, a^nd the lowe¡ plot is
stored in p1otl .1og. The data logging is disabled by the command logoff .

The saved data ca¡r be examined in MATLAB by typing exit to leave the
DDC Program, and then start MATLAB. The comma^nd load p1otO.Iog
loads the data from p1ot0.1og in the MÄTLAB va,riable p1otO, a¡rd the
command plot(p1otO) plots the reco¡ded data. Note that when the DDC
Program is started, old versions of the files plotO.log and p1otl.Iog are
deleted. It is therefore recommended to secure the recorded data by renaming
the log files after exiting the DDC Program.
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Cornmand File Generation

MATLAB ca¡r also be used for generation of macro files, e.g. when designing
an RST controller. The following MATLAB function generates a file for setting
the parameters in a PI controller.

f rurction Plpar ( f iIe, controller, para.meters ) ;

% function Pfpar(file, controller,paraneters) ;
% k = paranetere(l)
7. ti = parameters(2)

file = ltite ,.macr];
string = ['! del , file];
eval(string);

k = paxam€ters(l);
ti = parameters(2);

fpríntf(fíIe, ['editpar, controller,\n,]) ;
fprintf(fÍIe, [' k, nun2str(k),\n,]) ;
fprintf(file,[, ti , nun2str(ti) ,\n,]);
fprintf (fiIe, 'exit\n, ) ;

3. Summary of Commands

The available comm¿nds are summarized in this section. First, the STM2DDC
commands for controller implementation by translation from Simnon to Mod.-
ula-2 a¡e described. the available commands in the DDC Program are then
summarized.

SIM2DDC Cornrnands

The following comrnands are ar¡ailable afte¡ "logging in" on the rBM-AT with
login 'usernane' sin2ddc. The command sin2nod is also available on the
Sun system.

sin2exe system-name
generates an executable DDC Program, stored in ddcnain.exe,
from the Simnon system systêm-name, stored in system-nâme.t.
The resulting program includes system-name as a system t¡4pe.

ein2mod systen-nane
translates the sirruron system systen-nane stored in the file systen-
name.t to Modula-2. The generated code is stored in systen-
name. def and systen-name.mod.

nod2exe system-nams
generates an executable DDC Program, stored in d.dcmain.exe,
from the Modula-2 module sy6tem-name, stored in system-name . def
and system-name.mod. The program dd.cnain includes system-
name as a system type.
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ss2exe systen-file
generates an executable DDC Program, stored in ddcmain.exe.
The file systen-file contains Simnon system narnes, each name
on one row in the file. The Simnon systems are stored in the files

'name'.t, and are included as systemtypes in the resulting DDC
Program.

ss2ms systen-file
generates Modula-2 code. The file system-fi1e contains Simnon
system names, each name on one row in the file. The Simnon
systems are stored in the files ,nane,.t. The Modula-2 code is
stored in the files 'name, .def and. ,n¡me, .nod.

ms2exe systen-file
generates an executable DDC Program, stored in ddcmain.exe.
The file systen-fiIe contains Modula-2 module names, each name
on one row in the file. The modules are stored in the fi.les ,name, . d.ef
and nane.mod, and are included as system types in the resulting
DDC Program.

Cornrnands available in the DDC Prograrn

The following commarids are av¿ilable in the real time control program, stored
in ddcnain.exe. A command is executed by either typing the command and
its arguments on one line, or by just typing the command name. The pro-
gram then prompts for the arguments. Comma,nds can be abbreviated. If
the abbreviation is not unique, a.n error message and the possible extensions
are printed. Comm.ands can also be stored in files, one command including
arguments on each row in the file. Lines beginning with " are ignored by the
command interpreter, and lines ending with ; suppress error messages, i.e. er-
rors occurring during the execution of the command will not be displayed on
the screen. Nested command files a¡e possible, but due to memory limitations,
only one level of nesting is recommended. The command files should have the
extension .mac and are executed by typing e.g. init if the command file is
init.nac. The commands a¡e divided into 5 groups : system, edit, display,
connect, and miscellaneolrs. The commands are listed below.

Systern cornmand,s

listsystems lists all systems.

listt¡res lists the ay¿ilable system types.

nswsystem name type
creates a new system.

showsystem system shows syatem, i.e. displays plots and bargraphs.

nrnsystem system starts periodic execution of system.

stopsystem system stops execution of sy6tem.

hide hides the currently displayed system.

setpriority system priority
sets the priority of systern. Allowed priorities are 20-
120.

synchronize systeml systen2
makes systenl and systen2 run synchronized with the
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sampling period of systenl, which is executed before
systen2.

desynchronize systeml
stops synchronization if systenl is synchronized, i.e if
it has appeared as the first argument in the command
synchronize.

Dísplay commands

dispstate system, dispstate system s-líst
dispstate Bystem displays all states in system, and
dispstate system s-list displays the states in s-Iist

dispinput system displays inputs in system. See dispstate.
dispoutput Bystem displays outputs in syateu. See dispstate.
dieppar system displays parameters in syetem. See dispstate.
dispauxvar system displays auxiliary variables in systen. See dispstate.

Ed,ít commønd,s

editpar system allows editing of the parameters in systen. After edit-
par, a name-value list, exit or quit a,re entered., where
exit saves the edited pa^rameters.
Example:

) editpar pi
pi>k1tí5
pi ) exit

editinput system edit inputs in system. See editpar.
editstate system edit states in systen. See editpar.

Connect comtnønd,s

plotcorurect system sc-list
connects signals to a plot channel. The list sc-Iist
contains signal-cha^nnel pairs. Allowed channel numbers
are 0 (upper plot), and 1 (lower ptot).
Example: plotconnect pi y O yï O u 1

plotdisconnect system s-list
stops plotting of signals in s-Iist.
Eaample: plotdisconnect pi y u

bgconnect system i-ligt
connects input signals in i-list to a ba.rgraph.

bgdiscorurect systen i-list
disconnects signals in i-list from the bargraph.

adconnect Bystem ic-Iist
corurects inputs to A/D converters. The list ic-Iist is
a list of input-channel pairs.

addisconnect systen i-tist
disconnects the inputs in i-tist from the A/D convert-
ers.
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daconnect system oc-lÍst
connects outputs to D/A converters. The list oc-list
is a list of output channel pairs.

dadisconnect systen o-list
disconnects the outputs in o-list from the D/A con-
verters.

intinconnect systen íc-Iist
connects inputs to internal channels. The list ic-Iist is
a list of input channel pairs. Allowed channel numbers
are 0 to 19.

intindisconnect system i-list
disconnects the inputs in i-Iist.

intoutconnect syst€m oc-list
connects outputs to internal channels. The list oc-Iist
is a list of output channel pairs. Allowed channel num-
bers are 0 to 19.

intoutdisconnect systêm o-Iist
disconnects the outputs in o-Iist.

M i a cel I øneo u s comm ønd s

he1p, help conrmand

help lists all comma¡rds, and help conmand describes
comand.

exit terminates the DDC Program.
plotsca1e chan¡rel min max

sets the scaling of a plot window. The argument channel
is either 0 (upper plot) or t (lower plot).

plotinterval system interval
sets the plot interval of syetem to interval sampling
periods.

logon starts logging of plotted signals. The upper plot is stored
in the file p1ot0.1og and the lower plot is stored in
plotl .1og.

Iogoff stops data logging.
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Appendix - Listing of the example

The command. file init.nac and the DDC commands used in the example are
listed below.

rr Initialization of PI controllsr

" File : init.mac

newsystem pi pi
adconnect pi y 0
daconnect pi u 0
plotconnectpiy0yt0ul
bgconnect pi yr

> init
> runsysten pi
) showsysten pi

> dispstate pi
) disppar pi
) dísppar pi k ti
> editpar pi
pi>k2
pi > exit

> newsysten pi2 pi
) adconnect pi2 y 1

)plotcpí2y0yr0u1
) bgconnect pi2 yr

) bgdiscorurect pi yr
> editinput pi
pi>yr0
pi > exit

> stopsysten pi
) intoutconnect pi2 u 0
) bgdiecon:rect pi yr
) intÍnconnêct pi yr 0

> editpar pi
pÍ>k4
pi > exit

> editpar pi2
pi2 > k 0.5
pi2 > exit

) plotinterval pi 3
) plotinterval pi2 3
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> runsysten Pi
> xunsysten pi2
) showsysten pi2

) synchronize pi2 pi
) logon
) logoff

) exit
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